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Tipard PPT To Video Converter

Tipard PPT to Video Converter converts PowerPoint to MP4/MP3/AVI/WMV and AVI to
MP4/MP3/AVI/WMV formats. It can also convert presentation to VIDEO, burn and DVD and rip DVD,
CD/DVD to MP3, MP4, AVI, WMV, MOV, FLV, 3GP, H.264 format without extra codec. It enables you to
edit your PowerPoint file by adding text, picture, video, audio effect, text background, audio
background and more. This software allows you to select slides, objects or any area of the
presentation to convert the whole presentation or any part of it. It can convert one presentation to
various formats or convert multiple presentations to single format. It has an excellent user-friendly
interface.You can see it at work by watching the demonstration video now! Key Features: 1. Convert
PowerPoint to Video with excellent quality. 2. Automatic or manual conversion. 3. Edit video with
BGM, text, picture, video effect, text background, audio background. 4. Preserving the original
layouts and presentation slides. 5. Import/export to/from MS Office. 6. Burn to DVD/CD, convert to
MPEG, AVI, MP4, 3GP, H.264 7. Full support for PowerPoint 97/2000/2003/2007/2010. 8. Full support
for personal security archive format (PSAF). 9. Support multilingual interface and OS. 10. Support hot
keys for fast and easy conversion. How to Convert PowerPoint to Video Tutorial: Open PowerPoint
Presentation and select File > Export As > select MP4 Format > Press OK > Save. How to Convert
PowerPoint to Video Free Download: Click the left top icon on the main interface to get the download
link, and then download it. Install it and run it, set your PowerPoint presentation as the source. And
click File > Convert to select the output format you want. Step 3. You can click Edit > Adjust to
change video parameters, if you need. This is the only PPT to Video converting software that I can
agree with all the functions. I have to admit that after trying several of these apps, I always come
back to Slides2Movie from Exactsoft, which is the only multi-format converter that will do everything
as you want. 1. It can batch convert PowerPoint to video

Tipard PPT To Video Converter Crack +

Tipard PPT to Video Converter is the smart and convenient way to convert PowerPoint(PPT) files to
standard format video formats with GPU accelerating,it supports the converting among PowerPoint
2003/2007/2010 format files,.ppt to.avi,.pptx to.avi,.pptm to.avi,.pptx to.mov and so on;
Furthermore,it is able to convert PPT file to MP4,MPG,M4V,MOV,MXF and HD video. It also can
capture pictures from PPT and convert to jpg,bmp,png and etc. After the conversion, you can finish
the file with any video editing software such as WinX HD Video Converter Platinum. Some main
features of this software are as follows: 1. Convert PPT to AVI,MP4,MPG,M4V,HD
Video,3GP,SWF,XVID,DivX etc: Tipard PPT to Video Converter can convert almost all PowerPoint
presentations to standard video format like AVI,MP4,MPG,M4V,HD video,3GP,SWF,XVID,DIVX etc with
high speed and high definition. The converting speed of Powerpoint to MOV,MPG,M4V,AVI,MP4,SWF
and MP3 can reach to 30 FPS. 2. Support 3D slideshow:Tipard PPT to Video Converter also support
3D slideshow convert between 3D and 2D such as 3D PPT convert to 3D video,3D PPT to 2D video,3D
photo slideshow to 2D video,2D photo slideshow to 2D video,3D PPT to 2D video,2D photo slideshow
to 2D video and so on. 3. Support PPT design:Tipard PPT to Video Converter also support PPT design
convert between PPT and JPEG,PPT to JPG,PPT to PNG,PPT to JPG,PPT to BMP,PPT to GIF,PPT to
PSD,PPT to GIF,PPT to HD photo,PPT to JPG,PPT to BMP and so on. 4. Support PPT content:Tipard PPT
to Video Converter also support PPT content convert between PPT and MP3,MP3 to PPT,PPT to
MP3,MP3 to MP4,PPT b7e8fdf5c8
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Tipard PPT To Video Converter Torrent (Activation Code) Free

Tipard PPT to Video Converter is an all-in-one solution for converting PowerPoint to both HD video
and video format. It can not only convert ppt and pps files, but also converts various popular video
formats including MPEG, AVI, MP4, WMV, 3GP, etc. and even video from PPT file to VOB, PAL, NTSC
and SD videos. Even more, this app can also add the background audio track, remove the video
watermark from the output video and adjust video settings (such as bitrate, size, output quality, and
so on). In addition, you can also save the video as a custom AVI, MP4, MOV, 3GP, M4V, WMV or
another video format. What's more, it has a user-friendly interface so that you can easily operate it
without any professional knowledge. Download Tipard PPT to Video Converter now for Windows!
Users/What Users Say I need it to mirror my multimedia presentation and since my school uses
namco disk it is not supporting for my operating system.Now I can use this PPT to Video Converter to
convert my PPT and give it to my teacher to deliver to my class. I'm using a Windows 7 laptop and it
doesn't have enough space to install all the Apps. Thus, I downloaded Tipard PPT to Video Converter.
It's a great App that converts PPT to video and many more. No need to install any language pack. All
you need is an Internet connection. - A simple and fast application that is capable of converting PPT
to any video format- More than 40+ popular video formats are supported by this application. The PPT
to video conversion is fast, and can save time for you to create a presentation- Can add audio to
make your presentation more professional and suitable for presentation- Can convert PowerPoint
files into any video format without installing software, and you can even add watermark to the
original PowerPoint file- With the capacity of converting PPT to video, you can easily share it via the
websites, emails, etc. Furthermore, with a simple registration, this utility can convert PPT to video
quickly. It does not require any complicated processes or extensive knowledge. With the help of PPT
to video conversion, you can convert PowerPoint files to flash videos, 3GP, WMV, and AVI, amongst
other formats in a jiffy. This utility is capable

What's New In Tipard PPT To Video Converter?

Convert PowerPoint to video and save it in common video formats like AVI, MP4, WMV, MKV,
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, MOV, FLV, 3GP, and MP3. Also the output videos can be played in the following
popular players: WinAMP, Windows Media Player, VLC Media Player, etc. And the DVD video can also
be created from PowerPoint. And adjust video size, frame rate, audio channel, time length, etc. And
add some effects to your presentation. Now your PPT files can be played in any player or DVD. And
the video format will meet most video players requirements. And you can even burn PowerPoint files
to DVD for playback on the TV. Even if your computer is not capable of playing PowerPoint files, you
can create an AVI file that can play on most computers and on DVD players. What a great app!
NOTE: Please make sure you have installed the latest version, v2.1.1 before using. The PowerPoint
can be a very convenient tool for presenting. However, for the presenter who needs to present on
various presentations at various venues, such as schools, IT centers, seminars, presentations in
business, etc., there are always barriers hindering them from using PowerPoint for the purpose. They
cannot present their own presentations in other venues. The powerpoint presentations which are in
their computer can be only presented in their own computer. Accordingly, the present invention
provides an invention which enable the user to send a presentation in a Power Point format to a
server for the purpose of its storage and retrieval in a large number of remote places around the
world. Furthermore, it provides a way to mix all kinds of videos such as original videos and web
videos for the purpose of enhancing the user experience. A first aspect of the present invention is a
method of transferring a PPT file to a server in a computer, comprising the steps of: selecting and
opening a PPT file; a button for transferring the PPT file to a server appears; and the selected PPT file
is sent to the server via the Internet. Accordingly, the user will only need to create a presentation in
a Power Point format and add some contents to it. Then he can click the button for transferring the
PPT file to a server. When the server receives the presentation, it can automatically generate a video
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for it. The user will be able to play the video on any computer and also on the TV. Preferably,
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 64bit | Windows 8 64bit | Windows 8 32bit Minimum: GPU: NVIDIA GTX 650 Ti or ATI
Radeon HD 5850 RAM: 6 GB Processor: Intel Core i5-4200 or AMD Phenom II X2 DirectX: Version 9.0
Hard Drive: 25 GB OS: 64bit Windows 7, 8, or 8.1 GPU: NVIDIA GTX 560 or ATI Radeon HD 5770 RAM:
3 GB Processor:
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